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Maicol Arley Ochoa Daza grew up in Bogotá, Colombia. He received a B.S. in Chemistry and an M.S. in Mathematics from the Universidad Nacional de Colombia. He then
moved to the United States to pursue Ph.D. studies in Theoretical Chemistry at Cornell University. Later, Maicol worked as a postdoctoral fellow at the University of
California in San Diego and the University of Pennsylvania. Currently, he is an Assistant Research Scientist at the Institute for Research in Electronics and Applied Physics at the University of Maryland and the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

“We are still struggling as a
society to recognize the
importance of our cultural
and ethnic diversity. The
Hispanic Heritage Month
provides an opportunity to
celebrate and acknowledge
the multiple contributions
the Hispanic community has
made to the United States.”

Maicol's research interests lay at the intersection of applied mathematics and quantum science. His early work was in mathematical logic, developing a continuous version of the model theory of sheaves of first-order structures in the language of metric model theory. He applied these results to investigate model-theoretical structures of quantum phase-space and quantum mechanical propagators. He has developed numerical and mathematical techniques to describe the time evolution of
quantum systems, based on the algebraic properties of Hubbard operators. Dr.
Ochoa has also contributed to the understanding of the weak quantum measurement of non-commuting observables with a novel class of Kraus Operators defined
in terms of coherent states. Further aspects of his research include nanoscale thermodynamics and sensing. He continues to formulate mathematical theories and
methods based on the underlying differential, topological, and algebraic structure of
quantum systems, with potential applications to quantum technologies.
Dr. Ochoa enjoys teaching and has lectured basic courses in differential and integral
calculus to undergraduate students majoring in physical science and engineering.
His dual background allows him to introduce fundamental concepts in mathematics
and quickly connect these ideas with applications into a diversity of fields.

Lathisms was founded in 2016 in order to showcase the contributions of Latinx and Hispanic mathematicians during Hispanic Heritage
Month, which is celebrated in the United States from September 15 and October 15 every year. During this time, we feature/reveal a
prominent Latinx/Hispanic mathematician daily. See all the featured mathematical scientists at LATHISMS.ORG.
Thanks to the American Mathematical Society for support of Lathisms.

